Abstract: The phenomenology and prospects for a discovery of R-parity violating Supersymmetry at HERA is analysed. Emphasis is put on the direct resonant production of squarks by electron-quark fusion and all possible subsequent decay modes of the squarks are considered. In particular, the full consequences of the mixing in the supersymmetric gaugino-higgsino sector are taken into account. A rich phenomenology emerges for HERA which offers a unique sensitivity to new R-parity violating couplings and good discriminating power against free parameters of the theory.
Introduction
Supersymmetry (SUSY) which fundamentally links fermions and bosons is likely to be chosen as an essential property of a true theory beyond the Standard Model (SM). Among the most compelling arguments for a SUSY world are the fact that local supersymmetric transformations are fundamentally related to generators of space-time translation (hence necessarily incorporates gravity) [1] , the possibility to "explain" the hierarchy between the electroweak mass scale and the Grand Unification or Planck mass scale, and the stability of a softly broken SUSY which "naturally" avoids the arbitrary fine tuning of the parameters which is necessary in the SM [2] .
A natural framework for SUSY searches is provided by the Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) [3] which has predictive power within a finite and well defined set of free parameters and has neither been proven nor falsified by experimental observations. The latter is a non-trivial status given the remarkable precision tests of the SM at the LEP collider over the recent years. It might have to do with the fact that quantum corrections due to the sparticles which otherwise respect all gauge symmetries of the SM tend to be small rendering indirect observations difficult. It is in addition possible that direct searches for particles of the minimal field representation offered by the MSSM have at least partly failed because they were looking at the wrong phenomenology.
The most general Yukawa couplings in a supersymmetric theory which is gauge invariant and minimal in terms of field content can be written [4] in the compact formalism of the superpotential as W SU SY = W M SSM + W R p . The W M SSM contains terms which are responsible for the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs fields to ordinary fermions. The W R p is given by:
where ijk are generation indices of the superfields L, Q, E, D and U. The L and Q are lefthanded doublets whileĒ,D andŪ are right-handed singlet superfields for charged leptons, down and up-type quarks, respectively. The λ and λ ′ terms induce lepton number violation while the λ ′′ terms induce baryon number violation. In the strict MSSM framework, one imposes that the SUSY theory be also minimal in terms of allowed couplings and all W R p terms are avoided by imposing a strict conservation of the R-parity defined as R p = (−1) 3B+L+2S = 1 (for particles) = −1 (for sparticles), where S denotes the spin, B the baryon number and L the lepton number. Imposing this discrete symmetry is a somewhat ad hoc prescription. Another viable [5] and less restrictive discrete symmetry is the B-parity which imposes only baryon number conservation (i.e. λ ′′ = 0). Vanishing λ ′′ couplings is sufficient to avoid unacceptable n −n oscillations and fast proton decay. Moreover from the cosmological point of view, the observed matter/antimatter asymmetry imposes much more severe constraints on λ ′′ than on λ or λ ′ [6] . Finally, B-parity is favoured over R-parity conservation in a large class of superstring inspired models [5] . It is also interesting to note that the λ and λ ′ terms in (1) which have no equivalent in the SM arise in a fundamental way from the fact that SU(2)-doublet lepton superfields have the same gauge quantum numbers as the Higgs supermultiplets.
The ep collider HERA which provides both leptonic and baryonic quantum numbers in the initial state is ideally suited for R p searches. This was realized long ago and was first investigated theoretically in the context of the previous HERA Workshop [7] which motivated early experimental searches [8] . The cases λ ′ = 0 which could lead to resonant production of squarks via e-q fusion offers of course the most exciting prospects. Recent investigations [9, 10, 11] have shown that a new and rich phenomenology (different for e − and e + beams) emerges when considering the full complexity of the mixing in the gaugino-higgsino sector of the theory. This is studied in more details in this contribution in view of future high luminosity runs at HERA.
The case of associatedẽ-q production at HERA followed by the R p -decay of the sfermions has already been studied in detail and also in view of high luminosity runs at HERA in [12] . Via this process one can probe significantly smaller Yukawa couplings than via the resonant production but only at smaller sfermion masses.
2 Phenomenology of R p SUSY
Modelling and Free Parameters
The λ ′ ijk L i Q jDk terms in the R p extension of the MSSM correspond in expanded field notation to the Lagrangian
where the superscripts c denote the charge conjugate spinors and the * the complex conjugate of scalar fields. Among the 27 possible λ ′ ijk couplings, the cases i = 1 can lead to direct squark resonant production and are thus of special interest at HERA. These cases are studied first in this paper assuming conservatively that one of the λ ′ dominates.
The masses of the scalar quarks and scalar leptons, bosonic sparticle partners of the SM fermions, are treated here as free parameters. In the gaugino-higgsino sector, there are four neutralinos χ 0 i (i = 1 . . . 4) which are mixed states of the photinoγ, the zinoZ and the supersymmetric partnersH • M 1 and M 2 , the U(1) and SU(2) soft-breaking gaugino mass terms;
• µ, the Higgs mixing parameter;
• tan β, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two neutral Higgs fields.
The number of free parameters is reduced by assuming a relation at the Grand Unification (GUT) scale between M 1 and M 2 (see Appendix for detail). No other GUT relations are used and in particular the gluino (g) mass is left free.
We moreover consider the following simplifying assumptions :
• all squarks (except the stop) are quasi-degenerate in mass;
• the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is the lightest neutralino χ 0 1 ; • gluinos are heavier than the squarks such that decaysq → q +g are kinematically forbidden.
It should be made clear that there are no compelling cosmological constraints in R p models which impose that the LSP be neutral and colourless. Other possible choices for the LSP (e.g.g or χ ± ) would not significantly change the search and analysis strategy and will only be briefly discussed. In R p models, in contrast to the strict MSSM, the LSP is generally unstable. This leads to event topologies which differ strongly from the characteristic "missing energy" signal due to LSP's escaping detection in the MSSM. Hence, except for exclusion limits derived from indirect searches (e.g. from the intrinsic width of the Z 0 ), the mass constraints obtained in the MSSM framework do not apply directly in R p models. The search for R p squarks is "complementary" (hence mandatory) to that performed in the strict MSSM framework.
Squark Production
The resonant squark production mode through direct e-q fusion is illustrated in Fig. 1 for λ "right" squarks have different allowed or dominant decay modes as will be seen in the following sections. In particular, new exotic final state topologies might have sizeable contributions in e + p collisions.
HERA offers a high sensitivity to any of the nine λ ′ 1jk couplings, in contrast to most indirect processes. The production processes allowed for each λ ′ 1jk are listed in Table 1 for an e + beam. Squark production via λ 
where √ s = 4E 0 e E 0 p ≃ 300 GeV is the energy available in the CM frame for incident beam energies of E 0 e = 27.5 GeV and E 0 p = 820 GeV, and q ′ (x) is the probability to find the relevant quark (e.g. the d forũ L orc L and theū ford R ) with momentum fraction 
the proton. Hence the production cross-section approximately scales in λ ′2 . The full kinematic domain can be probed at HERA for couplings weaker than the electromagnetic coupling (i.e. λ 2 /4π < α em ) given an integrated luminosity of ≃ 500pb −1 .
Figure 2:
Squark production crosssections in e + p collisions for a coupling λ
.3 Squark Decays
The squarks decay either via their Yukawa coupling into ordinary matter fermions, or in a first step via their gauge coupling into a quark and a neutralino χ 0 i (i = 1 . . . 4) or a chargino χ + j (j = 1, 2). The former modes are henceforward called "squark R p decays" and the latter "squark gauge decays".
R p decays of squarks:
In cases where both production and decay occurs through a λ ′ 1jk coupling (e.g. Fig. 1a for λ ′ 111 = 0), the squarks behave as scalar leptoquarks [13, 14] . For λ ′ 111 = 0, thed R resembles on event-by-event theS 0 leptoquark and decays in either e + +ū or ν e +d while theũ L resembles theS 1/2 and only decays into e +d . The partial decay width reads :
so that squark R p decays will mainly contribute at high mass for large Yukawa coupling values λ ′ . Hence, the final state signatures consist of a lepton and a jet and are, event-by-event, indistinguishable from the SM neutral (NC) and charged current (CC) deep inelastic scattering (DIS).
Gauge decays of squarks:
The MSSM Lagrangian contains terms coupling a sfermion to an ordinary fermion and a gaugino-higgsino. The partial widths for squark gauge decays depend on MSSM parameters via the composition of the neutralinos or charginos. 
where :
and where N ij (N ′ ij ) is the transport matrix which diagonalizes the neutralino mass matrix (see Appendix for detail) in theÃ −W 3 (γ −Z basis). In practice, the χ For aγ-like LSP, i.e. a χ 0 1 dominated by its photino component, theq to q +γ coupling is proportional to the q electric charge and theq partial width reduces to
In such a case, more than 90% of theq → qχ 0 i decays will involve the χ 0 1 . A similar partial branching ratio holds for aH-like LSP with a relatively largeZ component (e.g. in theH region close to theZ region in Fig. 3b ). For aZ-like LSP, this branching ratio reduces to 20% < B < 80%. Decays involving the LSP are negligible only in theH domain extending to negative µ's adjacent to theγ domain (Fig. 3b) .
(Almost) only theq L are allowed by gauge symmetry to decay into q ′ χ + i . This is because the SU(2) L symmetry which implies in the SM that the right handed fermions do not couple to the W boson also forbids a coupling ofq R to theW . Theq R decays involving the chargino is only possible through theH + component of the χ + in which case the coupling is proportional to the q ′ mass. Hence the decayq R → q ′ χ + i is strongly suppressed for aq R of the first or second generation. The partial width of theq → qχ + i decay is obtained from (5) with the interchange
and with :
The regions of the M 2 vs µ plane where theũ decays involving a chargino dominate are shown in Fig. 4 . In most of the parameter space, theũ L squarks will mainly undergo a decay involving 
Decays of the LSP
In R p SUSY models with λ ′ 1jk = 0, the LSP will undergo one of the following decays : χ
Representative diagrams of such decays are given in Fig. 5 . The relevant matrix elements for these decays can be found in [12] . They depend on the coupling λ ′ , but also on the parameters M 2 , µ and tan β. This dependence is illustrated in Fig. 6a for the LSP decay χ isγ-like in which case both the "right" and the "wrong" sign lepton (compared to the incident beam) are equally probable. This leads to largely background free striking signatures for lepton number violation. The latter will dominate if the χ 0 1 isZ-like. AH-like χ 0 1 will most probably be long lived and escape detection since its coupling to fermion-sfermion pairs is proportional to the fermion mass [15] . This is illustrated in Fig. 6b , which shows the flight distance cτ 0 of 
Decays of Charginos
R-parity conserved χ + decays into a χ 0 and two matter fermions, have been investigated in detail in [16] , where the relevant matrix elements can be found. New decay modes of the χ + into e + + d j +d k or ν e + u j +d k are allowed by the R p couplings λ ′ 1jk as illustrated in Fig. 7 . The branching ratio of the χ + 1 into these R p modes is obtained using the partial widths calculated from the relevant matrix elements. Considering for instance the process χ + → e + + d j +d k (Fig. 7a) in the following notation χ
, and using Mandelstam variables
2 , the squared matrix element can be written as :
where the propagators R and D and the interference term I are :
The matrix element corresponding to the process χ + 1 → ν e + u +d (Fig. 7b) is deduced from the previous one with the following substitutions: e → ν,d → u, d → d and |V 11 | 2 → |U 11 | 2 . The corresponding partial width is obtained by integrating over phase space as :
The R p decays of the χ + 1 will mainly dominate over MSSM decays as soon as λ ′ is not too small, as can be seen in Fig. 8 . For χ 0 1 ≃γ, R p decays of the chargino dominate over MSSM modes for coupling values above ≃ 0.25, which is typically HERA's sensitivity limit with current luminosity.
Classification of Final States
Taking into account the dependence on the nature of the χ 0 1 , the possible decay chains of thẽ u L andd R squarks can be classified into eight distinguishable event topologies listed in tables 2 and 3 and labelled S1 to S8. The S1 and S2 classes cover R p squark decays. The S3 and S4
classes are squark gauge decay topologies not accompanied by escaping transverse momenta Decay processes Signature nature S1γ,Z,Hq
i.e. wrong sign lepton) + multiple jets Table 2 : Squark decays in R p SUSY classified per distinguishable event topologies (PART I).
The dominant component of the χ 0 1 for which a given decay chain is relevant is given in the second column. The list of processes contributing to a given event topology is here representative but not exhaustive.
P ⊥ , while those with large P ⊥ are covered by classes S5 to S8. A set of event selection cuts has been developed and discussed in detail in [8, 11] . 
High P ⊥ e + or µ + + missing P ⊥ + multiple jets For S1 and S3 (or S4), the DIS NC background is strongly suppressed by requiring a high P ⊥ e ± found at high y e , where y e = 1/2(1 + cos θ * e ) and θ * e is the electron angle in the e − q CM frame. The uniform decay of the scalar particle in the CM frame leads to a flat y e spectrum for S1 and one shifted towards largest y e for S3. This is in contrast to the 1/y 2 e spectrum expected for the DIS NC background at fixed quark momentum fraction x. For S3 the H1 analysis [11] has been improved [17] , using θ * 's computed for the scattered electron and for the highest P ⊥ jet found in the azimuthal hemisphere opposite to the electron, and cutting on y = y e + y jet as shown in Fig. 9 . Good signal detection efficiencies are obtained in each of these classes, reaching ∼ 70% for S1 and up to ∼ 60% depending on M χ 0 1 for S3.
The S4 topology with a wrong sign lepton in the final state is quasi-background free. Event candidates in classes S2 and S5 to S8 have a large P ⊥ . Classes S2 and S5 suffer from DIS CC background and from tails of photoproduction background. The S6 to S8 topologies have one or many leptons in the final states and are thus quasi-background free. Typical signal detection efficiencies [11] reach ∼ 30% → 80% in these channels. Figure 9 : Distribution of the variable Σy for neutral current DIS processes, and for a simulation of 75 GeV squarks undergoing gauge decays involving 20 GeV neutralinos; the vertical line is the cut used in the H1 analysis [17] .
The relative contributions of the squark R p and gauge decays are shown in Fig. 10a . Gauge decays are seen to dominate through most of the accessible mass range. Only large Yukawa couplings can be probed at largest masses and thence R p decays dominate. The shape of the curves in Fig. 10a is only distorted at lowish mass (e.g. Mq 75 GeV) when convoluting with signal detection efficiencies. The measurement of the relative branching ratio in S3 and S4 in case of a discovery, could be used to constrain the χ 0 1 LSP nature in the MSSM parameter space as seen in Fig. 10b .
It is interesting to note that the final state classification discussed here should not be dramatically affected when relaxing the hypothesis of section 2.1, e.g. in models where theg are lighter than theq, or where the LSP is the χ + 1 . Figure 10 : (a) Squark decay branching ratio as a function of squark mass integrated over three distinct set of event topologies for tan β = 1 and Mγ = 40 GeV. (b) Ratio B S4 /B S3 of the squark "gauge" decay branching ratios without P ⊥ involving the like (S3) and unlike (S4) sign lepton viewed in the M 2 versus µ plane; the plot is obtained for Mq = 150 GeV at the expected limit of λ ′ coupling sensitivity for an integrated HERA luminosity of 100 pb −1 .
Assuming Mg < Mq, the decayq → q +g will generally dominate. If theg is the LSP, theq decay will be followed by the R p decayg → q + q ′ + e ± org → q +q + ν. In such a case, possible final states contain several jets and either one electron or P ⊥ . These topologies correspond to channels S3 and S5, previously considered. If Mq > Mg, with the LSP being the lightest neutralino, theg arising from squark decay will undergog → q +q, the latter squark being off-shell. Possible final states are similar to those listed above, but more jets would be expected. Assuming now that the LSP is the χ + 1 (see the relevant MSSM parameters in Fig. 3b) , a new event topology would only emerge for a relatively stable χ + 1 which could behave as a "heavy muon". However, the time of flight of the χ + 1 , obtained from the integration (13) over phase space, reads as :
which numerically leads to :
From this formula one obtains that the relevant parameter space for the χ + 1 to decay outside the detector ( 1m), is already excluded from the intrinsic Z 0 width measurement at CERN [18] . Table 4 at Mq = 150 GeV and for an integrated luminosity of 500pb −1 . Also quoted in this table are the most severe existing indirect limits for each of these couplings. The most stringent concern couplings λ ′ 1jk with j = k and come either from the non-observation of neutrinoless double-beta decay (j = k = 1) or from constaints on the ν e mass (j = k = 2, 3). The limit from ββ0ν decay depends on the gluino mass and is given here for Mg = 500 GeV.
By the time HERA reaches high luminosity running conditions, new direct limits (or a discovery !) from other colliders will have further constrained the possible squark masses and SUSY parameters. In e + e − collisions, the direct squark pair production process does not violate R-parity and LEP2 should directly probe squark masses up to √ s/2, i.e. ≃ 90 GeV. In pp collisions, squarks can be produced in pair or in association with gluinos. No complete analysis in the R p -SUSY framework has been performed yet with existing TEVATRON data. Nevertheless,q decay topologies similar to those described here have been explored by D0 [25] and CDF [26] in scalar leptoquark or MSSM searches. From these and from di-lepton data [27] , with i = 1), resonantq production at HERA can be directly followed by a lepton flavor violation (LFV) decay leading to µ + jet or τ + jet signatures. Relevant analysis with existing data have been performed by the H1 [13] and ZEUS [28] collaborations and limits comparable to the best existing indirect LFV limits have been derived in the context of R p -SUSY for a pureγ like LSP.
A new range of possible coupling products could be probed with increasing luminosity [29] .
Summary and Conclusions
The HERA potential for R-parity violating supersymmetry searches was studied. Direct resonant production of squarks through nine new Yukawa couplings λ ′ 1jk is possible up to the kinematical limit of ∼ 300 GeV.
Supersymmetric partnersq L of left handed u-like squarks are produced preferentially in e + p collisions and most favourably via λ 
Appendix: Gaugino-higgsino mixing
Detailed expressions (and conventions) used for the mass mixing in the gaugino-higgsino sector are presented here for completeness.
Neutralino mass mixing:
Mass terms of the Lagrangian describing SU(2) L × U(1) Y neutral gauginos and higgsinos can be written as :
where the neutralino mass matrix in the basis ψ 
The number of free MSSM parameters is reduced by using a GUT inspired relation between soft-breaking terms M 1 and M 2 , M 1 = 5 3
Neutralinos correspond to the mass eigenstates and are defined as χ 
Chargino mass mixing:
The Lagrangian mass terms for winos and charged higgsinos are written as :
and ψ 
